
BUG Title Sequence
Director: Lars Holmgren
Production Company: Locomotion
UK

Rex the Dog – Bubblicious
Director: Geoffroy de Crécy
Production Company: Partizanlab
Record Company: Cooperative Music
UK/France 2009

Coldplay – Life in Technicolour II
Director: Dougal Wilson
Production Company: Colonel Blimp
Record Company: Parlophone
UK 2009

Metronomy – A Thing for Me
Director: Megaforce
Production Company: El Niño / 75
Record Company: AltDelete Recordings
UK/France 2008

Above the Sea – Handfed
Director: Dan Brown
Production Company: Oh, hello
USA 2008

zZz – Running with the Beast
Director: Roel Wouters
Production Company: Goeroe Media
Netherlands 2008

Poni Hoax – Antibodies
Director: Danakil
Production Company: Basic Productions
Record Company: Tigersushi
France 2008

Dick Annegarn – Soleil du soir
Director: Michel Gondry
Record Company: Tot ou Tard
France 2008

Gomez – See the World
Director: Kim Gehrig
Production Company: Academy Films
Record Company: Independiente
UK 2006

Amnesty International – You Are Powerful
(commercial)
Director: Kim Gehrig
Production Company: Academy Films
Agency: Mother
UK 2008

Architecture in Helsinki – Hold Music
Director: Kim Gehrig
Production Company: Academy Films
Record Company: Tailem Bend
Australia/UK 2007

Wiley – Cash in My Pocket
Director: Kim Gehrig
Production Company: Academy Films
Record Company: Asylum/Atlantic
UK 2008

Red Fang – Prehistoric Dog
Director: Rob ‘Whitey’ McConnaughy
Production Company: Refused TV
Record Company: Sargent House
USA 2008

Welcome to BUG 11 and another programme of outstanding new work in
music video, brought to you on the big, big screen of NFT1, and
presented by the marvellous Adam Buxton. It’s a new year, but the BUG
formula remains the same: highly creative videos from far and wide;
facts, comment and no shortage of comedy from Adam; a conversation
with a leading video director; and a little bit of controversy. On the other
hand, it’s all new too: several brand new, even exclusive, videos; a new
area of controversy, this time involving animals; and our special guest is
Kim Gehrig, a top director who also happens to be female – quite
unusual in the video directing game. We also have the new video from
one of the all-time great video directors.

We start with a superbly entertaining animated video for the British DJ
known as Rex the Dog by French animator Geoffroy de Crécy. Since his
acclaimed trilogy of videos for his brother Etienne de Crécy featuring a
continuing cast of CGI characters some years ago, Geoffroy has gone on
to direct big commercials, and Bubblicious is his first video in ages. This
time de Crécy has rejected CGI in favour of stop-frame animation, and
created a brilliant cartoon that also happens to be the ‘making of’ as
well.

Next is the first of two new works by Dougal Wilson, one of the UK’s
leading directors – and a former BUG guest host. It’s a departure for
Dougal in being for a band rather than a solo artist… and a huge band at
that. But Coldplay still fit into his typically imaginative comic vision for
Life in Technicolor II – and in fact Dougal cuts them down to size, as they
bring their live show to the tiny English village hall, as puppets. You’ve
just got to love the very middle-class reaction.

Then more inspired French direction for British dance music. Megaforce
are three Parisians who are quickly making an impression with their
clever VFX-heavy videos. With Metronomy’s A Thing for Me they allow the
bouncing ball to escape from the karaoke machine and wreak havoc
among the band and friends in the lovely ‘bourgeois’ surroundings. It’s
bursting with ideas – and the song is naggingly catchy too.

After our first break comes a dramatic, stylised, beautifully shot and
erotic vignette that is all the more remarkable for being the work of a
new director for an unsigned act. The director Dan Brown calls the video
for Handfed ‘a sort of Amish How Stella Got Her Groove Back’ and it was all
done on a shoe-string, using stock footage, found imagery, green-screen
and computer generated flames and grass.

Then we have controversy. The Dutch artist and director Roel Wouters
wowed the BUG audience over a year ago with his brilliant performance
art-cum-music video for zZz’s Grip. With his new one for zZz, Roel has
organised an original way of creating poster art: have two painted cocks
fight on top of the paper. It may be morally questionable – but the
‘making of’ allays any fears of real animal cruelty. Sort of. In fact a
similar accusation could arguably be levelled at the video for Poni Hoax’s
Antibodies, where a young woman lies on an airport hotel bed stroking
the scales of a live fish with a needle. But then the French director
Danakil includes a lot of memorable imagery in this video – including the
woman giving herself a pregnancy test, and a giant bubble floating
through a deserted airport. It’s beautifully done but another tough one
for the squeamish.

Finally in the second section it’s a return to his old stomping ground of
music video by the one and only Michel Gondry with something that
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Glasvegas – Flowers and Football Tops
Director: Martin De Thurah
Production Company: Academy Films
Record Company: Sony Music
UK 2009

ENO presents: Largo del Factotum from The
Barber of Seville
Director: Dougal Wilson
Production Company: Blink
UK 2008

Also mentioned in tonight’s show:

Keith Loutit films: www.keithloutit.com;
‘Australia’ by Adam Buxton; Sniper Twins
feat Rob Collier – Computer Friends (Stack The
Memory) (d. Sniper Twins); Chris Dane
Owens – Shine on Me (d. Robert Short); Ugly
Casanova – Things I Don’t Remember (d. Yuri
A)

BUG thanks…
Adam Buxton www.adam-buxton.com
Kim Gehrig, Liz Kessler, Chris Massey

Hosted by: BFI Southbank; Facilities by: Draw
Pictures; Post-production by: Locomotion; Print
Creative by: Limited Edition; Event
Management by: Ballistic; Website by: David
Nattriss
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straight 8 2009 is open now to anyone and
everyone. Make a film on a single cartridge
of super 8mm film, editing only in camera.
Entry and more at www.straight8.net

Also this month, BUG has teamed up with
Mixmag in a competition to find the best
clubbing filmmakers on the planet. For more
information about how to enter the
competition, check out
www.mixmag.net/clubfilms

rewardingly has the feel of a personal project. It’s for fiftysomething
Dutch singer-songwriter Dick Annegarn whose whimsical two-minute
song Soleil du soir gets that inimitable Gondry ‘how did he do that?’
treatment.

As has now become customary, during the show Adam will be taking a
look at some other work that has come to his attention and demands to
be seen. First off is the work of an Australian filmmaker named Keith
Loutit who has been exploring the amazing effect of ‘tilt-shift’
photography in stop-frame, time-lapse films. Then we will stay ‘Down
Under’ as Adam presents his own deeply-felt tribute to Baz Luhrmann’s
new epic movie Australia. Other work likely to be investigated via Adam’s
laptop are the astonishing Lord of the Rings-style video for US artist Chris
Dane Owens and an extraordinary video from a few years ago, for
Modest Mouse side project Ugly Casanova.

But before that, we welcome our guest, Kim Gehrig, one of the UK’s top
directors working in UK music videos. Over the past few years Kim has
directed videos for the likes of Basement Jaxx, Primal Scream, Calvin
Harris and Santogold. She also has a fairly uncommon background for a
video director: she was an acclaimed advertising agency creative. Kim’s
work includes her ‘white shoes’ video for Gomez’s See the World and a
bouncy low-budget charmer for Architecture in Helsinki’s Hold Music.
We’ll also be showing Kim’s recent commercial for Amnesty
International featuring a strong theme of individual empowerment, and
music by REM.

Kim has also twice worked with British grime star Wiley: she directed the
video for his hit Wearing My Rolex, and recently she directed Cash in My
Pocket where she dispensed with his services from the start to create an
‘office lip-dub’ video – a video-sharing phenomenon last year, which Kim
flawlessly recreates, while adding a timely new dimension by setting it in
a credit-crunched City firm.

After that, it’s back to the main programme of videos and a distinct
change of setting. Red Fang are a grunge-metal-punk boogie outfit from
the Pacific Northwest who clearly like to drink beer. They put their
empty cans to creative use as they take a minor feud with a bunch of
LARPers – that’s Live Action Role-Playing types, or battle re-enactors – to
a whole new level in the video for Prehistoric Dog, directed by LA-based
commercials and videos helmer Rob ‘Whitey’ McConnaughy.

The final section of this edition of BUG features a couple of exclusives –
or near-as-dammit. First comes the new video for Scottish indie-rockers
Glasvegas by the Danish director Martin De Thurah. The video for Flowers
and Football Tops is a marvellous expression of his dense, hugely
atmospheric signature style: he’s created a visual storm to match the
band’s wall of sound.

Finally we have our second video of the night by Dougal Wilson, and
something rather special and different: a video featuring proper Music.
Together with a couple of other directors, Dougal was asked by the
English National Opera to create a film for an aria in an opera performed
by the company. The result from Dougal is a comic gem, in the style of a
silent movie, to accompany the song ‘Largo del Factotum’ from Rossini’s
The Barber of Seville. Suffice to say, it’s wonderful and features a lot of
hair.

It’s also a truly climactic way to end tonight’s show – hope you enjoy.

Programme notes and credits compiled by the Filmographic Unit, BFI National Library.
Notes may be edited or abridged. Questions/comments? Email prognotes@bfi.org.uk.

Join the BFI to take priority!
Many of our films and special events sell out
during the member priority booking period. Join
today for just £35 (£20 concessions).
 Priority booking for all films, previews and

festivals including The Times BFI London Film
Festival

 2 free tickets for the same screening and £1
off tickets for you and up to 3 guests at the
BFI Southbank or the BFI IMAX (excluding
The Times BFI London Film Festival)

 A monthly booklet delivered direct to your
door

 20% off BFI books, DVDs and an annual BFI
Library Pass

 35% off an annual Sight & Sound magazine
subscription (save £16)

 Exclusive website offering a free short film
download each month

BFI Membership helps to save film for future
generations to enjoy - pick up a leaflet in the foyer,
visit the Box Office, telephone 020 7815 1374 or
visit www.bfi.org.uk/membership

BFI SOUTHBANK
There’s more to discover about film and television
through the BFI. Our world-renowned archive,
cinemas, festivals, films, publications and learning
resources are here to inspire you.
At BFI Southbank, you can book or pick up
your tickets at a new box office and
information centre.
Browse for books and DVDs in the Filmstore.
Choose from our vast collection of film and
TV to view for free in the Mediatheque, a
brilliant new space designed by award-
winning architects Adjaye/Associates.
Check out artists’ film and video work in the
Gallery.
Meet friends, relax, have a drink or
something to eat in our new benugo bar/café.
See films or take part in wide-ranging
debates, discussions and events in The Studio
or one of our three refurbished cinemas.


